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Subject: Coach and Team Manager Responsibilities for COVID-19 Protocol Adherence
Over the past few weeks, ASA has been able to kick off the Arizona Federal Credit Union Advanced Leagues,
MaxInMotion Open League, ODP Tryouts, Coaching Education, and a few tournaments; the only state in the
southwest to do so. ASA has partnered very closely with our member clubs and their leadership in developing
and implementing the Return-to-Play guidelines. These have been shared with multiple municipalities and have
been instrumental in getting more and more fields made available and opened. All of this has been done
together, ASA and Clubs working together in collaboration with a single goal – play soccer all season long.
Together, we must now focus on ensuring that we are playing soccer continuously through December, January,
February, March, etc. While we are fortunate to be playing it is just as important, if not more important to make
sure we keep playing. And the only way to ensure this is for everyone to work together. Coaches and Team
Managers must take more accountability in communicating with parents and enforcing adherence to the
guidelines. This includes encouraging parents to limit numbers attending games, wearing masks, social
distancing, and sitting only in areas designated.
Along with driving adherence, Coaches and Team Managers must be familiar with and take responsibility for
following the ASA COVID protocols regarding management of Close Contact Exposure, Symptoms, and Positive
Testing. The process for reporting positive results about ASA COVID Protocols and Reporting, which were
created with guidance from the Arizona Department of Health Services, can be found on the ASA website in the
Return-to-Play section. It is critical that all positive results be reported to ASA immediately and the defined
protocols followed. Failure to report positive results is irresponsible and creates unnecessary risks to others.
We are currently in Phase IV, Step 1:

We cannot take for granted that our teams, leagues, and tournaments are playing. In order to keep playing we
can not relax. Coaches and Team Manager MUST do more to ensure their teams, parents, and spectators
adhere to all guidelines, all the time. No one wants to be that team, that player, that coach, that team manager,
or that parent that leads to being shut back down. We can do this TOGETHER!!!

